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Abstract 
The computational cost of many computer codes is a burden that obliges users to use the same set of simulations to perform 
uncertainty and sensitivity analysis. Correlation ratios are a simple and straightforward tool to estimate first order sensitivity 
indices. Nevertheless, they demand the use of debiasing factors and of appropriate partitions of the support of each input 
parameter to deliver optimal estimates. The way to estimate these indices depends in fact on the actual values to be estimated. 
This work contains an exhaustive study developed for providing a set of guidelines about the optimal way to deliver such 
estimates, which involves the minimum sample sizes needed, the selection of the partition and the use of appropriate debiasing 
factors. 
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1. Main text  
Computer codes used in many technical and scientific areas are usually expensive in terms of computing time. 
This fact obliges many computer code users to use the same set of Monte Carlo simulations to perform uncertainty 
and sensitivity analyses, avoiding expensive sensitivity analysis techniques that demand specific sampling 
techniques and large total sample sizes. Correlation ratios are a simple method to estimate first order sensitivity 
LQGLFHV DFFRUGLQJ WR 6REROV +LJK 'LPHQVLRQDO 0RGHO 5HSUHVHQWDWLRQ (HDMR). Given a model whose output 
variable is Y, the first order sensitivity index corresponding to a given input variable X is  
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The most widespread estimator for this quantity given a regression model )(y is 
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 Creating a partition of the support of X, each interval containing the same number of sampled values ( sn ), the 
average in each interval is used as the estimated value of Y in that interval ( jy). Then, the estimator turns 
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where k  is the number of intervals. Three main problems have to be addressed when estimating first order 
sensitivity indices via correlation ratios: 1) the bias of the estimator, 2) the dependence of the partition needed on the 
actual value of the sensitivity index and 3) the minimum sample size needed. The first problem was identified and 
addressed long ago by Pearson (1915) and Kelley (1935), who proposed different alternatives as debiasing factors. 
A simplification of both debiasing factors is the following one, which needs only simple considerations about the 
loss of degrees of freedom imposed in the estimation process, with k denoting the number of partitions, 
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Figure 1.- First order sensitivity index estimated via formula (3); 
actual value: 0.7165; results obtained for 25 replicates of size 10000. 
Figure 2.- First order sensitivity index estimated via formula (3); 
actual value: 0.0001; results obtained for 25 replicates of size 10000. 
 
Figures 1 and 2 indicate that the debiasing factor introduced in formula (3) produces estimates with almost no bias 
when estimating very small sensitivity indices, whatever the number of intervals in the partition, while for large 
sensitivity indices this is true only if the number of intervals is above 20 (for this sample size and this model). These 
examples do also illustrate the problem of using the right partition in the estimation process; an intermediate number 
of intervals would be preferred for estimating large values while 2 intervals would deliver the most accurate 
estimate of very small values. 
In this work we develop further the solution to the first problem and address the second problem by studying the 
intra-sample and inter-samples trends followed by the estimators. The mean squared error is used to discriminate 
between different alternatives (partitions). 5HVXOWVREWDLQHGVRIDULQGLFDWHDVWURQJGHSHQGHQFHRIHVWLPDWHVTXDOLW\
on the sample size available, a problem which is also addressed. As a result of all the work developed, clear 
guidelines are provided regarding the selection of debiasing factors, partitions and minimum sample sizes. 
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